OCEANSIDE SHUTTERBUG NEWSLETTER
www.oceansidephotographyclub.ca
Welcome to the newsletter of the Oceanside Photographers Club (OP). The OP meets on
the first Wednesday of every month in the Qualicum Beach Civic Centre at 7:00 pm.
Sometimes there is a computer program demonstration by a club member at 6:30 pm
with the meeting proper following at 7:00 pm.
The aim of the club is to promote learning, sharing and the enjoyment of
photography in a convivial atmosphere.
Membership is $30 per person per year (May to Apr. incl.) and is open to anyone
interested in photography. Guests are allowed to come to no more than two meetings for
free after which they must pay a membership fee in order to continue attending.
Members are required to sign a membership form.
Election of officers is held at the annual general meeting on the first Monday of May each
year.
EXECUTIVE ( May 2010 – May 2011 )
Management - Chairman ………….
Dave Courtice
Vice Chairman ………………..
Randy Hall
Past Chairman…………………
Dave Graham
Treasurer ……………………….
Ed Mosier
Secretary ………………………..
Frieda Van Der Ree
Directors - Exhibition …………….……
Lynn Bieber-Weir
Newsletter………..……………
Robin Pearson
Judging …………….....………..
Ed Mosier
Program ……………………….
Ken Davies
Under the “Program Director’s leadership are;Education ……………………..
Libby Lovis
Membership
Gail Courtice
Social
Susan Lightburn & Frieda Van Der Ree

Have your camera ready when a Pirate Apple comes along or Mother Nature calls.
QUOTE OF THE MONTH
Like every other means of expression, photography, if it is to be utterly honest
and direct, should be related to the life of the times - the pulse of today....The
photograph...to merit serious consideration, must be directly connected with
the world we live in. Berenice Abbott

Cover photo - “Peanut Party” - by Linda Lundberg

ST

OCEANSIDE PHOTOGRAPHER’S 1 “MEMBER JURIED”
EXHIBITION
This takes place in the Nemeth Gallery @ Oceanside
Community Arts Council. It runs through October
th
from Tuesday the 5th to Saturday the 30 .
Artist's Reception, October 7th from 7 - 9 PM with Wine bar, Coffee by Serious Coffee, plus snacking
treats.
(All members invited and encouraged to attend. You will also have an opportunity to vote
for the image "Best in Show" ).
ACTIVE LIVING GUIDE
Gail Courtice will list our club in the Active Living Guide. Instead of a contact person being named in
the guide we will list our website, through which people can contact any member of the
management team.
JUDGING
It has been decided to change the name from “Challenge” to “Assignment”. The management
committee will now choose the assignments rather than from a membership vote. See page 7.
FUTURE PROGRAMS
Ken Davies has lined up a full slate of presenters until the end of the year.
October;
Alan Cornall – Framing and Mounting
November;
Craig Carmichael – discussion of his photo business
December;
Social evening with slide show.
Note also that Michael Orton has agreed to speak at a meeting in early 2011.
TOSH - “DAY IN OCEANSIDE”
This event is still coming up in 2011. Date TBA. It will be oriented toward people and activities rather
than scenic’s. GPS coordinates may be required to establish locations of photographed
sites. GPS coordinates are available on “Google Earth”.
50-50 DRAWS have begun at general meetings. Wayne Buhr was our first winner.

BETTER CAMERA, BETTER PHOTOS?
This was submitted by Gail Courtice. Very interesting answer from Tech Support.
Q. I’ve been shooting with a Canon EOS Rebel XTi, and I’ve upgraded the kit lenses to high-end
Canon and Sigma optics. I’ve been happy with my Rebel, but, like most hobbyists, I am constantly
trying to get better pictures. If I upgraded my camera body to a Rebel T2i or a 7D, would I get
noticeably better pictures?
A. Good question; the answer is, it depends. Both models you mention will give you a big boost in
resolution (to 18MP, from 10.1), and the 14-bit A/D conversion rather than 12-bit will provide
better detail, particularly in colors. If you plan to shoot a lot, models like the 7D and the new EOS
60D give you better build quality, longer battery life, and wireless TTL flash control through the popup unit. But, remember, there is a no-cost option that will significantly improve your pictures:
shooting in RAW. The bump up in image quality you get in TIFFs made from RAW files can be
startling. And you already have the option in your camera.

Summer Family Barbecue by Marjorie Dunlop
Canon Power Shot A720IS 8Mp 6x zoom 4.8
On the cover - Peanut Party by Linda Lundberg
Canon Power Shot SX20 f 5.6 1/100th of sec. ISO 200 no flash.
Neck Point Park by Phil Martens was not available for the newsletter.

THIS MONTH’S FAVOURITES
“Peanut Party” - by Linda Lundberg
“Summer Family Barbecue” by Marjorie Dunlop
“Qualicum Cheeseworks” by Alan Cornall
“Neck Point Park” by Phil Martens

Qualicum Cheeseworks by Alan Cornall
LINES
You may not think of lines as being as exciting a travel subject as, say, a jungle snake
slithering through the grass. But photograph that snake and you will surely have captured a
distinctive—and emotionally charged—line. Nor would the idea of photographing a line in the sand
seem irresistibly intriguing, unless it was the sinuous line of a sand dune shifting in a desert wind.
Lines have many uses in a photograph. They can divide, unify, or accent certain parts of a
composition. If they are interesting enough, they can become a visual topic in themselves: Who
could resist the lines of a spider's web glistening with dew? Stay alert to catch transient lines, like
shadows or shafts of light, before they disappear.
Lines lead the eye into a scene. Stand on a train platform and you'll see it's all but
impossible to keep your eye from following the line of the tracks to the horizon. Parallel lines that
appear to converge this way create what's known as one-point or linear perspective, potent for
showing distance and depth in a photograph. Curved lines can lead equally well: The undulating
lines of the country road draw the eye into the frame.
Leading lines are most effective when there is some relation between line and subject,
such as winding stone steps leading to a castle door. You can exaggerate their impact further by
using a wide-angle lens and finding a vantage point close to the beginning of the lines—kneeling to
get close to train tracks, for example.
The shape and the direction of lines in a photograph are also forceful setters of mood.
Straight lines, whether vertical or horizontal, seem stable and formal. The sharp lines of a picket
fence have little sensuousness, but consider the alluring slopes of rolling hills or a tanned body lying
on the beach.

PROFESSIONAL STILL LIFE PHOTOGRAPHY
For lighting you will need an attachment to your studio flash unit called a ‘Soft Box’. This is as it
sounds, a box constructed in fabric, which is reflective on the inside, with a diffuse panel at the
front, providing a directional soft defused light to illuminate the subject. An umbrella attachment is
not suitable for this work as the spread of light is too wide.
If you don’t have a studio flash unit you can buy a soft box that will attach to a hammer head flash
gun. If you have a second flash head you can put this to good use by simply bouncing it off the
ceiling, to help fill any shadow area.
What you need for Still-Life Photography:
 1. Medium Format Camera and a ‘macro’ lens (close focusing). Better still a 5x4inch. View
camera, which has tilt and swing front and rear panels for ease of focusing.
 2. Soft Box Attachment.
 3. Tripod, a good solid one.
 4. Lighting Stands, you will need two or three.
 5. White Card as reflectors or as a background, size 1mtr.x70cm. from your art shop, get
three.
 6. Background. muslin or material, off white or neutral in color.
 7. Low table about 2ftx2ft. 18 inches high.
 8. Light Meter for flash exposures.
What to do:
Set up your soft box at an angle of 45 degrees to the left or right of camera and slightly to the back
of the set. This should be for small still-life objects and the light should be no more than a meter
away from the subject, so you are able to stop down, (set the lens aperture), to at least f22, to get
as much depth-of-field as possible so the image will be in sharp focus. If you have a second flash
head, use it bounced off the ceiling to help to fill any shadow area.
Fix your reflector, (white card), the opposite side to the flash and an additional reflector the other
side underneath the soft box.
Use a good lens hood, such as a bellows lens hood, to keep the light from the soft box hitting the
lens. It’s also good practice to fix a small piece of black card, suspended over the lens of the camera
to prevent any light causing flare from the lens, taking care that the black card doesn’t clip the
picture area, or effect you meter reading.
Make test exposures to find out the best result and after some experimentation, you will find the
results that you want. It’s also good to “bracket” your exposures, which means to make three
exposures, one at half a stop, (f.stop number), above the reading and one at half a stop below,
choosing the best density of the three exposures made. Most pro photographers, even after a tests,
use this as standard practice. Film is cheap and digital is nothing.
Now if you think that there is some other ‘magic’ formula that the pros use to shoot simple still life,
your WRONG. This is the most used pro photo still-life set up, but of course there many exceptions
to the rule and not all still life work is table top.

CLOSE-UP ATTACHMENT - from NICK BOSMA. Some members asked for the info of where I
bought the close up attachment. The site is [ potocola@yahoo.com.cn ] the price for the slide rail
was 86.31 cnd. the bellows was 81.43 cnd price is the same for Canon or Nikon takes about 8 days
to get here, free postage,no duty.

SOFTBOX
A softbox is a box that fits over a flash head or tungsten lamp
made of black sides, with white, gold or silver interior and a
translucent front where light passes through. A softbox is most
popular for it's soft, even light. Softboxes are used heavily in
portrait photography and many other types of commercial
photography.
The light that comes from a softbox is directional and diffused
making it a light that is easy to control. The Softbox eliminates
hot spots and evenly distributes the light as well.
STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN SOFTBOX
http://www.diyphotography.net/studio-photography-the-best-softbox-ever

Fellow OP members; As editor of this newsletter, I am always looking for
submissions from members. If you have any ideas of what you would like to
see or articles of interest to club members, please forward to
Thank you, - Robin

OCTOBER ASSIGNMENT - STILL LIFE
OCTOBER FIELD TRIP - COOMBS MARKET (and surrounding area)
Sunday, October 17, 2010 - meet at 10am, shoot all day.

A TIP -- from Gail Courtice
. When I did the MISSA course Sharron Milstein reminded us all to vacuum out our
camera bags frequently! Great idea!
IMAGE RECOVERY
Can't see the images on your memory card? This may result from turning off the camera before it
has written the entire image to the memory card, the card has not been formatted for along time or
it has been exposed to a magnetic field. Don't despair! Chances are good that you can recover your
images using simple and inexpensive data recovery software. Before you format the card try Photo
Rescue - I have been using that product for several years now and it has never failed me.

NEXT MEETING
Wednesday, November 3rd.
7:00 pm - at Qualicum
Beach Civic Centre.

